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    Abstract- This Paper presents a comparative study of Genetic 

Algorithm method (GA) and Particle swarm optimization (PSO) 

method to determine the optimal proportional-integral (PI) and 

proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller parameters, for 

speed control of a Field Oriented Control (FOC) induction motor. 

The FOC induction motor has been modeled in MATLAB 

(SIMULINK); the GA and PSO algorithm has been programmed 

and implemented in MATLAB. Comparing with traditional 

Ziegler-Nicholson method and the evolutionary algorithms (EA), 

it has been observed that during optimizing the controller 

parameters of a FOC IM drive with PSO the performance of the 

controller is improved for the step input in speed control as well 

as for speed tracking problem more efficiently, than Ziegler –

Nicholson method and EAs. 

 

    Index Terms- FOC (IM), fitness function, GA, PSO, PI 

Control, PID control 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

nduction motors has been widely used in various industries 

due to its robustness maintenance free operation, better 

efficiency and lower cost. In different industries, wide range of 

speed control with fast torque response regardless of load 

variation is required. This can be achieved very efficiently for 

induction motor using Field Oriented Control (FOC) [1, 2]. For 

speed control of induction motor, PI (proportional-integral) and 

PID (Proportional-integral-derivative) controllers are generally 

used. To find out the optimum parameters of the controller to 

obtain a good closed loop response at different operating 

conditions is a trivial task and these parameters can be optimized 

by conventional tuning methods, such as Ziegler-Nicholson (Z-

N) method [6]. Other tuning methods like pole placement 

optimization technique are also done [4]. Now a day, 

Evolutionary methods like Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle 

Swarm Optimization (PSO) are used for tuning the parameters. 

These new tuning techniques can very efficiently solve complex 

problems like speed tracking problems, where demand speed is a 

complex function of time, where the conventional methods may 

not optimize the controller parameter so easily. Genetic 

Algorithm is a heuristics search method based on Charle’s 

Darwin principle of Natural Selection which narrates ‘the 

survival of the fittest’ of each and every individual on earth. At 

each step, the GA selects individuals from the current population 

as parents and uses them to produce the offspring’s for the next 

generations. The fitness of all the individual of the population is 

calculated and the convergence of the generation is based on this 

fitness criterion. It is well suited for its solving complex design 

optimization problem as it can handle discrete and continuous 

variables, nonlinearity and different constrain functions of a 

system, without requiring gradient information [9].  

        PSO is inspired by the ability of flock of birds or herd of 

animals to adapt to their environment. It was developed in 1995 

by James Kennedy and Russ Eberhart while attempting to 

simulate the choreographed, graceful motion of the swarm of 

birds as a part of socio-cognitive study investigating the motion 

of collective intelligence in biological population. In PSO, a set 

of randomly generated solutions propagates in the designed space 

towards the optimal solution over a number of iteration based on 

large amount of information about the designed space [10,]. 

       Both GA and PSO are similar in the sense that these two 

techniques are population based heuristic search methods and 

they approach for the optimal solution by updating generations. 

Since the two approaches are supposed to find a solution to a 

given objective function but employ different strategies and 

computation effort, it is appropriate to compare their 

performance. Many researchers have applied both GA and PSO 

in different fields of engineering e.g. In [17], the authors have 

compared GA with PSO for designing a TCSC based controller 

for power system stability improvement. 

        The major objective of this work is to compare efficiency of 

both PSO and GA optimization technique applied to a direct field 

oriented Control Induction motor drive for a simple speed 

demand problem as well as for a complex speed problem. Here 

both PSO and GA have been applied to search for the optimal PI 

and PID controller parameters of FOC IM drive. The error 

criteria for both the methods are set to improve transient error 

and steady state error. Hence the fitness function is taken here are 

Integral Square Error (ISE), Integral Absolute Error (IAE) and 

Integral Time Square Error (ITSE) [6,8,14]. The performance of 

both optimization techniques in terms of convergence rate, error 

minimization and time complexity are compared. The initial 

parameters are chosen in the neighborhood of the parameters 

obtained by tuning through Z-N methods. 

 

II. BASIC PLAN OF THE WORK 

        In this work, optimization of the parameters of PI/PID 

controller for speed control of a FOC IM has been done using 

GA and PSO and a comparative study between these two 

methods has been carried out for a speed tracking problem  

where the demand speed is a time varying function. The design 

has been considered for an induction motor (3-Φ, 1.5 HP, 415V, 

50Hz) in MATLAB SIMULINK environment. The gain 

parameters for a step input are initially calculated by Ziegler-

Nicholson’s optimization technique which serves as the parent 
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for the first generation for both the algorithms, so as to optimize 

the system much earlier and faster than what it is supposed to be. 

The algorithms have been developed in matlab ‘m-file’ and have 

been interfaced with SIMULINK model as shown in Fig 1. 

 

 
Fig.1: Schematic diagram of GA or PSO based optimizer for 

PI and PID controller of FOC IM 

 

       The PI and PID controller’s gain parameters viz. Kp, Ki and 

Kd are optimized, by either GA or PSO, to have the optimum 

output of the controllers are given by Eqn.4 and Eqn.5 [6,7,8]. 

Here e(t) is the difference between the demand speed and the 

actual speed of the system is denoted by ωdem and ωact 

respectively. For optimization, three different, criterion namely 

IAE, ISE and ITSE are chosen which served as the fitness 

function of the algorithms shown in Eq.6. For the speed tracking 

problem, the parameters are optimized obeying the same 

procedure as stated above. 

 

III. THEORITICAL BASICS 

A. Field Oriented Control:   

         By Field Oriented Control (FOC) the transient response of 

IM improves since IM can be controlled like dc machine where 

its torque component and field flux component are separated 

virtually and independent control of each component is possible 

[1,3,8]. FOC is based on phase transformation, where a three 

phase time and space variant system is transformed to a 

synchronously rotating, time invariant system, leading to a 

structure similar to that of a dc machine [1, 2, 3, 4, 5,14]. Thus 

by this transformation, the three phase time varying system is 

transformed into two phase time-invariant system, where iqe 

corresponds to the Armature component and ide corresponds to 

the flux component like a dc  machine. Hence the torque (Te) of 

an IM can be computed as shown in Eq. 1        

 

 

 

         

           where ψr is the peak value of the field flux space vector. In 

FOC control here ids is analogous to the field current, if and iqe is 

analogous to armature current of the dc machine [1]. This means 

that when iqe is controlled it affects the torque directly, ψr 

remaining unaffected. Similarly when ids is controlled it affects 

the flux only and does not affect the iqs component of current. 

Thus an induction motor can be treated as a dc machine [1,8,14]. 

Independent direct torque control can be possible by only 

controlling the q-axis current control [1,3,4,8]. 

 

B. Genetic Algorithm: 

         Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) has been employed for 

solving optimization problems quite successfully.  Instead of 

minimizing or maximizing the object function, it starts with an 

initial set of parameter values selected randomly. The objective 

function is evaluated with these parameters and those sets for 

which the value of the objective function is lower (or higher, as 

the need may be) are retained and other sets are manipulated.  

Thus a new set of parameters is evolved from the initial ones and 

the process is repeated until a "best" choice of parameters is 

obtained for which the objective function is minimum (or 

maximum)[8,15].  

        Among the various evolutionary approaches, Genetic 

Algorithm can effectively tackle the optimization problem. It is 

characterized by the chromosome representation, population size, 

crossover and mutation, their probability rate settings, selection 

mechanism and fitness function [8, 9,15].  

          GA requires encoding the solution of an optimization 

problem in the form of binary strings. The coded parameter in a 

string represents the chromosome of a particular individual in a 

population. A large population size incorporates more variation, 

i.e diversity into the population, but the convergence becomes 

slower [8, 9,15].  

         This ensures the possibility of producing individuals with 

better fitness. Two randomized methods are incorporated in the 

algorithm for producing future generations, crossover and 

mutation. In crossover a partial exchange of genes occur between 

two parent chromosomes [8,9,15]. The simplest way to achieve 

this is single point crossover where, a random location of 

chromosome is selected. If probability of a particular bit in a 

chromosome exceeds of a pre specified probability i.e., p > pcross 

(defined), the portion of the chromosome of one of the parent, 

preceding the selected point is combined with the portion of 

other parent, following the selected bit. In mutation, the parental 

characteristics are transferred with a slight change in 

gene[8,9,15]. A selected cell at random is toggled if the 

probability exceeds the probability of mutation, i.e. if p > pmut. 

The choice of the probability rate for crossover and mutation is 

very much dependent on the population size[8,9,15].  

         The fitness function provides information regarding the 

goodness of a particular individual of a generation.  Fitness 

functions generally consist of physical equations representing the 

objective function that is subject to optimization. In a GA, the 

fitter chromosomes are allowed to reproduce with higher 

probability and thus propagate into future generations [8.9,15]. 

According to their fitness, individuals are selected for next 

generation. This is called selection, which ensures that the latter 

generations contain fitter individuals. This selection mechanism 

may be deterministic or stochastic. Tournament selection 

involves running several "tournaments" among a few individuals 

chosen at random from the population. The winner of each 

tournament (the one with the best fitness) is selected 

for crossover. The performance of any selection procedure is 

guided by the biasing and it affects the time complexity [8, 9,15].  

 

C. Particle swarm optimization: 

        Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population based 

stochastic optimization technique. It shares many similarities 

with evolutionary computation techniques such as genetic 

e r qe

e de qe

T = K' × ψ × i
....(1)

T = K' × i × i
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algorithm but the features of PSO, like easy way of 

implementation, stable convergence characteristics and 

computational efficiency has made it much superior than others 

[10, 11, 12, 13,14].  

         PSO is initialized with a group of random particles 

(solutions) and then searches for optima by updating generations. 

In every iteration, each particle is updated by following two 

“best” values. The first one is the best solution (fitness) it has 

achieved so far. (The fitness value is also stored.) This value is 

called pbest. Another “best” value that is tracked by the particle 

swarm optimizer is the best value, obtained so far by any particle 

in the population. This best value is a global best and called gbest 

[10, 11, 17, 18]. When a particle takes part of the population as 

its topological neighbors, the best value is a local best and is 

called lbest. After finding the two best values, the particle updates 

its velocity and positions with following equation for d
th

 

generation [10, 11, 13, 14], i
th

 particle as shown in Eq. 4. 

 

[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]( )
[ ] [ ]( )

[ ] [ ] [ ]

id id

1 id id

2 id id

id id id

v n + 1 = v n  +

                  c × ran d () × p b est n - p resen t n +
....(2 )

                  c × ran d () × g b est n - p resen t n   

p resen t n + 1 = p resen t n + v n + 1    

 
 
  
 
 
 
    

 

         Where v[n] is the particle velocity, persent[n] is the current 

particle (solution). Pbest[n] and gbest[n] are defined as stated 

before. Rand (n) is a random number between (0, 1). C1, c2 are 

learning factors. The value of c1 and c2 has been calculated as 

shown in eqn. 5 

( )

( )

t e r

1 1 f 1 i 1 i

a x i t e r

t e r
2 2 f 2 i 2 i

a x i t e r

i
C =  C - C × ( ) + C

m
. . . . ( 3 )

i
C = C - C × ( ) + C

m

 
 
 
 
 
    

 

          where  C1i, C1f, C2i, and C2f are constants, iter is the current 

iteration number and maxiter is the number of maximum allowable 

iterations. The objective of this modification was to boost the 

global search over the entire search space during the early part of 

the optimization and to encourage the particles to converge to 

global optima at the end of the search. Actually C1 was decreased 

from 2.5 to 0.5 whereas C2 was increased from 0.5 to 2.5[10, 11, 

12, 13, 14]. 

 

D. PI/PID controller: 

        The PID controller   is a generic control loop feedback 

mechanism (controller) widely used in industrial control systems 

[6, 8, 15]. A PID controller calculates an "error" value as the 

difference between a measured process variable and a desired set 

point. The controller attempts to minimize the error by adjusting 

the process control inputs (6, 7, 8, 15). The PID controller 

calculation involves three separate parameters; the proportional, 

the integral and derivative values, and is given by  

p i d

de(t)
r(t) K e(t) K e(t)dt K ....(4)

dt
= + +∫

 
        Where Kp, Ki, Kd are the proportional, integral and 

derivative gain of the system. u(t) is the input signal and e(t) is 

the  error signal. For PI controller calculation involves two 

parameters, proportional and integral values and is given by 

p i
r(t) K e(t) K e(t)dt...(5)= + ∫  

 

E. PI/PID performance criteria: 

        In PID controller design methods, the most common 

performance criteria are integrated absolute error (IAE), the 

integrated of time weight square error (ITSE) and integrated of 

squared error (ISE) that can be evaluated analytically in the 

frequency domain[6,8,14,15]. The IAE, ISE, and ITSE 

performance criterion formulas has been given below 

0

2

0

2

0

IA E = e(t) d t

IS E = e (t) d t ....(6)

IT S E = t × e (t) d t











∫

∫

∫

t

t

t

 
3.6 Optimization of PI/PID   controller using Ziegler-Nichol’s 

method: 

         From all the methods designed to optimize PID controller, 

Ziegler and Nichols’ method is mostly used[8,14,15]. The 

methods are based on characterization of process dynamics by a 

few parameters and simple equations for the controller 

parameters. The first method is applied to plants with step 

responses[8,14,15]. This type of response is typical of a first 

order system with transportation delays. The second method 

targets plants that can be rendered unstable under proportional 

control. The technique is designed to result in a closed loop 

system with 25% overshoot[8,14,15]. This is rarely achieved as 

Ziegler and Nichols determined the adjustments based on a 

specific plant model. Here the second methods have been used, 

Kcr is the gain at critical oscillation and Pcr is the time 

period[8,14,15]. The controller gains are specified in the table 

no:1. 

Table1:PID Controller Gain calculation by z-n method 

 

PID 

type 

Kp Ki Kd 

P 0.5 Kcr ∞ 0 

PI 0.45 

Kcr 

Pcr/1.2 0 

PID 0.6 Kcr Pcr/2 Pcr/8 
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IV. FLOWCHART 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig2:  Flow chart for optimizing PI/PID controller parametersusing 

GA 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig3: Flow chart for optimizing PI/PID controller parameters using 

PSO 

 

V. RESULTS 

        Initially a step input to the PI and PID controller has been 

given. As mentioned, initially the values of proportional, integral 

gain has been calculated using Z-N method and the system has 

been simulated and Fig 4 shows the result with this initial 

parameters settings. Then GA and PSO have been implemented, 

and the optimized result with GA and PSO has been shown in 

Fig 5 and Fig 6, respectively. Similarly with Z-N method the 

parameters of a PID controller for FOC controlled IM has been 

designed (Fig 7). With this initial values GA and PSO has been 

evaluated and the result of optimization  (Fig 8, Fig 9 ) gives 

Simulate the machine model 

with the new values of 

Kp,Ki,Kd 

Calculate the difference e(t) 
between demand speed and 

actual speed  

Is 

e(t)<=0.0001 
Sto

p 

Select the best fitted individual 

by Tournament Selection  

Consider these values as 
parent for the next generation 

Increase the generation value 

by one  

Start 

Initialize the value of Kp,Ki,Kd 

by Z-N method 

Generate the population size 

by selecting ten members in 

the vicinity of Kp,Ki,Kd 

Convert each set of Kp,Ki,Kd  

from decimal to binary 

Perform single point 

crossover to each set 

Perform single point 
mutation 

 

Convert each set of Kp,Ki,Kd  

from  binary to decimal 

 

YES 

NO 

Simulate FOC IM with this value of Kp, 

Ki, Kd 

Select the fittest individual according to 

the fitness function 

Calculate the Pbest  of each particle and 

Gbest of the population 

Update the velocity and position of the 

best fitted individual with Pbest and Gbest 
numbers 

 

Increase the generation by one 

Start 

Initialize the value of Kp,Ki,Kd by Z-N 
method 

 

Generate the population size by 

selecting ten members in the vicinity of 

Kp, Ki, Kd 

Calculate the difference e(t) between 

demand speed and actual speed 

          Is 

e(t)<=0.000
1 

Stop 

No 

YES 
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almost same results but computational time by PSO was found 

much less than by GA. 

 
Fig 4: Step (speed) response of PI controlled FOC IM 

drive   using Z-N method. 

 
Fig 5: Step (speed) response of PI controlled FOC IM 

drive of tenth generation using GA. 

 
Fig 6: Step (speed) response of PI controlled FOC IM 

drive of tenth generation using PSO. 

 
Fig 7: Step (speed) response of PID controlled FOC IM 

drive using Z-N method. 

 
Fig 8: Step (speed) response of PID controlled FOC IM 

drive of tenth generation using GA. 

 
Fig 9: Step (speed) response of PID controlled FOC IM 

drive of tenth generation using PSO. 

 

         The convergence characteristics of GA and PSO has been 

shown below in the Fig 10,which shows that as the system 

progresses towards its optimum condition all the values of 

proportional, integral gain converges to one point. The first graph 

shows the convergence characteristics of PI controller using Z-N, 

initially the first generation populations has been plotted and the 

points were scattered but the optimized population tried to 

converge to one point. The second graph shows the convergence 

characteristics of the PI controller using GA, where the optimum 

condition was found at the tenth generation, and the third shows 

convergence characteristics using PSO, where the system almost 

converged at the eight generation but as the error speed was not 

less than 0.0001 so it took two more generation to converge. The 

first generation populations were almost linearly scattered but he 

optimized parameters converged to a point using PSO. 

 
Fig.10: Convergence characteristics of GA and PSO used 

algorithm to optimize the PI controller 

 

         The following Table 1 and Table 2  shows the variation of 

maximum overshoot (Mp), peak time (Tp) and settling time (Ts)  
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over five generations of PI  and PID controllers , first by using 

GA and then by PSO. It shows that the the transient response of 

PSO is better that than of GA. And the convergence 

characteristics of the gain parameters i.e proportional gain 

parameter Kp and Integral gain parameter Ki is better in PSO than 

GA. It has been observed that PSO gave better result than GA. 

 

Table 1: Variation of settling time, maximum overshoot 

and peak time of ten populations over Ten generations of 

PI controller 

 
 

Table 2:  Variation of settling time, maximum overshoot 

and peak time of ten populations over Ten generations of 

PID controller 

 
     The complexity curve for PI and PID controllers has been 

shown in the Fig 11, which shows that time complexity of PSO is 

lesser than GA. 

 

 
Fig 11: Complexity curve for PI and PID controllers 

speed Response over ten generations 

   

       Now the Table 3 shows the error between the demand speed 

and the actual speed of the FOC IM system that has been 

calculated by using various performance indices IAE, ISE, ITSE 

at different value of demand speed amongst which ITSE gave 

better result when used with PSO algorithm for PI controller. 

Table 3: Comparision table showing different performance 

indices at different speed for PI Controller of tenth 

generation tenth population 

 

 
        The Table 4 shows the error between the demand speed and 

the actual speed of the FOC IM system that has been calculated 

by using various performance indices IAE, ISE, ITSE at different 

value of demand speed amongst which ITSE gave better result 

when used with PSO algorithm for PID controller. 

 

Table 4: Comparison table showing different performance 

indices at different speed for PID Controller for tenth 

population of the tenth generation 

 

 
 

        From the above tables and figures it can be said that  higher 

generation, integral, proportional and derivative gain parameters 

were much better evolved than the first generation one. The 

setteling time (Ts), Maximum Overshoot (Mp), peak time (Tp) has 

reduced considerably generation wise as shown in table 1 and in 

table 2 for PI and PID Controller respectively. The steady state 

error at tenth generation is observed by setting different 

performance criteria (ASE, ISE, ITSE) as fitness function and 

tabulated for PI and PID Controller Table 3 and Table 4 

respectively for GA and PSO. All the results for GA were better 

than Z-N method but PSO is even better than GA. The result 

shows very little difference for different fitness function. ITSE is 

better than the other in both type of evolutionary algorithms. 

       After this a speed tracking problem has been considered 

where the speed demand consists of two step input with 1.5s 

delay time and it has been applied to FOC controlled IM as 

shown in Fig 12. Just like the previous one, the PI and PID 

controllers has been optimized by using Z-N method first, and 

then the Evolutionary algorithms has been used to optimize the 

same. Here also it has been seen that PSO gave better result that 

optimization with GA as shown in the following figures. 
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Fig12: Step (speed) response of PI controlled FOC IM 

drive of tenth generation using Z-N Method for the speed 

tracking problem 

 
Fig 13: Step (speed) response of PI controlled FOC IM 

drive of tenth generation using GA for the speed tracking 

problem 

 

 
Fig 14: Step (speed) response of PI controlled FOC IM 

drive of tenth generation using PSO for the speed 

tracking problem 

 

 
Fig.15: Step (speed) response of PID controlled FOC IM 

drive using Z-N method for speed tracking problem 

 
Fig 16: Step (speed) response of PID controlled FOC IM 

drive of tenth generation tenth population using GA for 

speed tracking problem. 

 

 
Fig 17: Step (speed) response of PID controlled FOC IM 

drive of fifth generation tenth population using PSO for 

speed tracking problem 

 

       Thus from Fig 12 the response has become much better in 

Fig 13 and Fig 14 for the PI controller and Fig 17 and Fig 18 was 

better than Fig 15 for the PID controllers. But Fig 14 and Fig 17  

was even better than Fig 13  and Fig 16 i.e the response due to 

PSO algorithm was much better than both GA and Z-N method. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

       Thus it can be concluded that, the evolutionary algorithms 

provide much better speed response than that of conventional Z-

N method but among them PSO works with much better 

efficiency as computational time minimizes, simple, and has 

stable convergence characteristics than GA 
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